Abstract-Motivated by mobile sensor networks as in participatory sensing applications, we are interested in developing a practical, lightweight solution for routing in a mobile network. While greedy routing is robust to mobility, it may get stuck in a local minimum, which then requires non-trivial recovery methods. We find an embedding of the network such that greedy routing using the virtual coordinates guarantees delivery, thus eliminating the necessity of any recovery methods. Our contribution is to replace the in-network computation of the embedding by a preprocessing of the domain before network deployment and encode the map of network domain to virtual coordinate space by using a small number of parameters which can be preloaded to all sensor nodes. As a result, the map is only dependent on the network domain and is independent of the network connectivity. Each node can directly compute or update its virtual coordinates by applying the locally stored map on its geographical coordinates. This represents the first practical solution for using virtual coordinates for greedy routing in a sensor network and could be easily extended to the case of a mobile network. The paper describes algorithmic innovations as well as implementations on a real testbed.
INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper is motivated by applications of participatory sensing, in which participants such as human beings or vehicles carry sensors and may move around inside a domain of interest. We are particular interested in the case of participants in which the density of participants ensures a minimum level of coverage of the domain, as well as a minimum level of quality guarantee for sensing data. The sensor data can go beyond traditional automatic measurements and may exploit voluntary user intervention and inputs. Many interesting applications can be formed in such a setting. Of particular interest to us is the spontaneous sensing opportunities due to incidental spatial proximity. Exploiting the spatial proximity is one of the main ideas in participatory sensing. The participants at the right place and at the right time can conveniently provide required data. Such a system is able to provide data that is very selective and personalized, location specific and time-sensitive, the type of data that would be otherwise difficult to get, and not cost efficient to gather or archive on the web.
While it still remains a major open issue as how to give incentives to participants and how to bootstrap the system, our focus in this paper is on the critical component of how to support efficient routing for queries and answers. It remains an arguable issue whether existing communication infrastructures such as Wi-Fi and 3G/4G connections can support the potentially large number of exchanges of these location-specific, fleeting information. The limited coverage of Wi-Fi signals, the high cost and limited bandwidth of 3G links are nevertheless major hurdles to cross. Here we would like to explore the possibilities of relying on unlicensed spectrum with short-ranged wireless communications for delivering queries and data in such a highly mobile network. Bandwidth aside, we would like to see whether it is possible to manage a mobile ad hoc network for reliable, efficient and low-cost routing for this particular scenario.
Prior Work on Routing in Mobile Networks
Routing in a wireless mobile network has been a long standing, active research problem for quite a number of years. While the traditional proposals of dynamic distance vector routing and on-demand routing suffer from high overhead of either maintaining the routing tables or discovering a route to the destination by flooding, geographical routing that relies on local operations based on the geographical positions appears to be an appealing solution for its simplicity. Unfortunately, although geographical routing works nicely in theory [3] , [18] for a dynamic, mobile network, it fails in practice, as shown by experiments in real testbeds [19] , [27] . Geographical routing has two components, the greedy routing in which a message is delivered to the neighbor closer to the destination, and the recovery method of face routing, which is executed when greedy routing gets stuck and delivers a message along the faces of a planarized graph. In a real world setting, there are a number of complications that make geographical routing challenging. The node location is not always accurate. Wireless communication model does not follow the idealistic unit disk graph (UDG) model and has various spatial and temporal radio irregularities [14] , [30] . Although greedy routing is very robust to such real world issues [25] , face routing fails. In practice, the planar subgraph extracted may become disconnected or still contain crossing edges. Face routing on such a graph may either get into a loop or fail to deliver the message although a path exists.
In the last few years, a number of alternative recovery methods have been proposed. In particular, quite a number of them suggest using virtual coordinates such that greedy routing always works. This completely eliminates the necessity of face routing and of course all the practical issues that come with it. This family of work includes both heuristic algorithms NoGeo [25] , centralized and theoretical constructions for 3-connected planar graphs [2] , [10] , [12] , [17] , [21] , [23] , embedding in high dimensional spaces [13] , embeddings in hyperbolic spaces [12] , [20] , [22] , embedding into circular domains (all the holes are circular) which is referred as CircularEmbedding [26] in this paper . Most of existing work are mainly of theoretical interest. All of these are only for static networks. When nodes move and the network changes its topology, the virtual coordinates need to be recomputed or updated, which is highly non-trivial.
At last we note that since nodes are mobile so theoretically speaking delivery is not an issue-the source can simply hold the message and wait until it gets sufficiently close to the destination. Although being completely impractical, this routing scheme is used in a number of theoretical models to study capacity issues in mobile networks [15] . Similarly, by using greedy routing on geographical locations or any virtual coordinates, in the case of a message getting stuck, the node holding the message could simply wait until mobility brings a new neighbor closer to the destination. Thus message delivery could be ensured at the cost of high delay. Therefore, there is a natural trade-off of delay versus delivery and algorithm efficiency in routing design.
In this paper we investigate compact, lightweight schemes for obtaining virtual coordinates in mobile sensor networks that will help to reduce the delay substantially, or, improve delivery rate when the maximum delay is fixed.
Pre-Computed Compact Map for Greedy Routing
In this paper we consider a domain R in which a collection of mobile nodes reside. Each node has GPS or other localization schemes to obtain its geographical position. A routing request is formed by specifying the destination's geographical location, rather than the destination's ID-this is because we are interested in finding the nodes near the specified location that has an opportunity to acquire the desirable data, instead of any particular node that may move elsewhere. The nodes may move freely within the domain but we assume the domain R is typically uniformly covered. Our approach is to use essentially greedy routing for its simplicity and robustness to network dynamics, but avoid face routing completely.
To do so, we would like to understand routing "holes" in a mobile network. There are two types of holes that cause face routing to fail. The first type is due to geometric feature, e.g., obstacles or other domain features in which sensor deployment is impossible. Nodes near such "geometric holes" may run out of neighbors with shorter distance to the destination. This kind of hole is long term and stable.
The second type of hole is temporal "routing void" due to irregularity of density. The current node may not have any neighbor in the right direction of destination temporarily. In the mobile network, this kind of hole is short term, fleeting, and may disappear by themselves over time, so the most critical work is to address the holes of the first type. The previous work in static networks [25] , [26] generate virtual coordinates based on the network graph topology in order to address the holes of both types. In this work we focus on mobile networks and the graph topology is constantly changing. Therefore we propose to use virtual coordinates that mainly address issues caused by holes of the first type (i.e., due to the underlying geometric features). Instead of taking the (constantly changing) network graph topology as input, we take input as the underlying geometric domain in which the mobile nodes reside and is more stable than the graph structures.
In particular, we take the geometric domain R and map it in a disk D such that all holes of R are circular. Therefore, we eliminate the first type of holes under the domain D and greedy routing under the virtual coordinates in a network that uniformly sampled on R is unlikely to get stuck. Of course if the density of sensor nodes is non-uniform, a message may still get stuck at the boundary of the second type of holes, but under mobility this situation is not going to last long. This is the first new idea we introduce in this paper.
A second new idea we introduced in this paper is to precompute the virtual coordinates for all points of the domain R, represent them a compact way by a mapping f, and encode the mapping f within each sensor node. With the help of the hard-coded mapping f, each node p can easily compute its virtual coordinate in real time, by simply taking the value of f on its current GPS coordinates. We also get the virtual coordinates of the destination location as well as that of the neighbors. The next hop is chosen by the greedy rule in the virtual coordinate space.
Our routing method is especially practical for mobile setting, as this algorithm is very light with the calculation of the virtual coordinate totally decided by the encoded mapping function with current GPS coordinates as input. The previous methods CircularEmbedding [26] and NoGeo [25] both depend on the network graph topology. When nodes move around and the connectivity of graph changes, the embedding is no longer valid. As a result, the embedding must be recomputed, which could be prohibitively costly. The encoded map we computed ensures that the geometric domain R is transferred to a circular domain D, under which greedy routing itself with the virtual coordinates can be substantially improved. The details are explained below.
The shape of the domain R can be obtained through external sources such as a map and can be represented by a polygon. We will compute the mapping offline (on a centralized machine) and then use a small number of parameters to compactly represent the map. The number of parameters is the same as the complexity of describing the geometric domain R (e.g., the number of vertices of the polygon describing R), and is typically a small number in practice 1 Thus the 1 . There are numerous work on the simplification and approximation of a polygon geometric [8] . By allowing reasonable approximation one can substantially reduce the complexity of a polygon.
parameters for the conformal map can be preloaded and programmed on the sensor nodes before deployment and each node can by itself calculate the virtual coordinates with its current geographical location. This representation is compact and stable. It does not depend on the network topology and does not change when the nodes move around. Besides the application in the mobile setting, the new method is also the first practical solution for applying virtual coordinates in a static sensor network.
Comparison with Previous Work on Geographic Routing in Mobile Network
While most of the previous work on greedy routing with guaranteed delivery are mainly for theoretical interest, in this section, we specifically compare with [18] , [25] , [26] as they are the representative work with practical values. We will compare the computational efficiency, and performance of the algorithms in the mobile setting under both dense and sparse densities.
Comparison on Computational Efficiency
[18] first tries greedy routing, when failing, it follows the rule of face routing based on the planar graph of the network. Method such as NoGeo [25] and CircularEmbedding [26] are to compute virtual coordinates by running iterative algorithms according to network topology. In either case, when topology changes due to mobility, the network state needs to be updated. The cost of maintenance is moderate to heavy. Instead, our algorithm only needs the node locations and the pre-defined mapping function. The calculation cost of the virtual coordinates under our algorithm is totally decided by the pre-loaded encoded mapping function which is linear.
Comparison on Performance on Dense Network
For a dense network, the method in NoGeo is with decent results on delivery by using virtual coordinates for routing, while CircularEmbedding always guarantees delivery with enough iterations. However, the routing path calculation is on an instantaneous basis, which means the existing path is based on the topology at the current moment. Unless the nodes move extremely slowly, such instantaneous delivery guarantee is unnecessary as a message may not get to the destination before the graph topology already changed. When nodes densely and uniformly cover the underlying geometric domain R, the holes of the second type rarely exist and the issues of routing with respect to holes of the first type can be handled by the mapping we had. Thus we expect the performance of our algorithm to be fairly nice. If the sensors do not uniformly cover the domain R, our algorithm does not provide instantaneous delivery guarantee as holes of the second type may exist. That is said, a message may be stuck temporarily at a node with no neighbor in the correct direction. However, such cases do not persist in a mobile network.
As shown in our simulations and testbed emulations, our method can guarantee message delivery for densely and uniformly covered networks. Although we can not always deliver under a non-uniformly covered network, we strike for a good balance between maintenance cost and routing quality in terms of delivery rate and delay.
Comparison on Performance on Sparse Network
For NoGeo, the algorithm itself can work on sparse networks, however the quality of the coordinates and routing performance could vary a lot. When a network is sparse or the holes are big, the network tend to be largely stretched and nodes are attracted to the outer boundaries. For CircularEmbedding, the input must be a triangulation representing a discrete manifold, which typically requires an average degree around 10 or higher in the experiment. So if the network is not dense enough, we can not even utilize this method. Of course all the algorithm performance will be impacted by network density given that the network might even not be connected under the sparse case. However, our algorithm calculation by itself is not affected by network density, and compared to NoGeo, the performance results under our algorithm are much better.
Outline of the Paper
The key of the paper is how to compute the compact conformal map which ensures any node in geometric domain R is mapped to a virtual node in a circular domain D which guarantees greedy delivery. In the following we first briefly go through the theory of conformal mapping. Then we explain our main contribution in terms of theory, which is how we encode a conformal map of any node in R to a virtual node in D by using Schwarz-Christoffel formula and its inverse. We report results in our simulations and emulations. We implemented and tested the new method on a real testbed (the Orbit testbed [1] ), a wireless network emulator with 400 nodes on a 20 by 20 grid. We compared routing using geographical locations and virtual coordinates, in both static and mobile network settings. Experimental results confirm that using the compact conformal map one can substantially improve the delivery rate and largely reduce the packet delay.
BACKGROUND OF CONFORMAL MAPPING
Given a domain R with an irregular shape and possibly holes, we explore mappings that take it to a circular domain D, in which all boundaries are circular. The mapping we talk about are conformal mappings. A conformal map between two surfaces preserves angles. For any two arbitrary curves g 1 ; g 2 on the surface S, a conformal map f maps them to fðg 1 Þ, fðg 2 Þ with the same intersection angle as that of g 1 ; g 2 on S. In this section, we briefly go through the mathematical theory that describes this mapping and explain the details in the appendix, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi. ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TMC.2015.2475752.
Surface and Deformation
To deform the domain, two measures are changed, the metric that defines distances and the length of a curve, and the curvature, which describes how much a geometric object deviates from being flat in the case of a surface, or straight in the case of a curve. A point in the interior of a flat surface has curvature zero; a point on a surface with positive curvature locally has the shape of a hill/valley; a point on a surface with negative curvature locally has the shape of a saddle. Regarding the curvature of a point on the boundary of a surface, the curvature is zero if and only if the boundary locally at the point is straight. All points on the same circular boundary of a planar domain have uniform curvature equals to 1=r where r is the radius of this circular curve. The smaller the value r, the more 'curved' this curve is.
In our particular case we need to deform an irregular shaped planar domain R to a circular planar domain D.
Since both R and D are flat, all points in the interior have zero curvature in both cases. But we need to change the curvature on all boundary points in R to be uniform (and thus being circular in D). Consider the simple case of deforming a simple polygon to a disk, as shown in Fig. 1 .
For the boundary of a polygon, the points in the interior of boundary edges have curvature zero; and the vertices have non-zero curvature, defined as the turning angles at this vertex between the two adjacent edges. In particular, the curvature at vertex w 1 is b 1 p. To make the curvatures at all these vertices the same we need to change the metric as well, i.e., stretching the points in the polygon in certain ways.
Ricci Flow
One tool to describe such a deformation is Ricci flow. In particular, Ricci flow deforms the (Riemannian) metric 2 proportional to the local curvature, such that the curvature evolves according to the heat diffusion process. Eventually, curvature at all points converge and the surface has uniform curvature. In order to deform a surface to be a particular shape, we can specify the target curvature and define Ricci flow by deforming the metric according to the difference of the local curvature and the target curvature. When Ricci flow converges we get the shape with the target curvature. In our case for example, if we specify D such that all points in the interior have zero curvature and points on the same (interior/outer) boundary have uniform (negative/positive) curvature, as Ricci flow converges the surface is deformed to a circular one. The process of Ricci flow defines a map from the original surface R to the deformed surface D. This map is conformal.
Ricci flow is a ground breaking concept and a useful tool in geometric analysis. The surface Ricci flow theory is originally developed by Hamilton [16] for continuous surfaces. It has been applied in the proof of Poincar e conjecture by Perelman in [24] . However, being mathematically defined using notions in continuous geometry, it cannot be directly used in computer applications. The version for discrete surfaces (a surface represented by triangulations) is developed by Chow [6] . The earlier work by Sarkar et al. [26] developed the distributed algorithm for implementing Ricci flow in a static sensor network.
In the work by Chow [6] and Sarkar et al. [26] , discrete Ricci flow is defined based on discrete curvatures on a triangulated surface. The surface is represented by a triangulation which describes a two-dimensional manifold (i.e., locally the surface looks like a flat 2D disk). A vertex v in the interior of the triangulation has curvature defined by 2p minus the sum of corner angles (the angles of the triangles with v as one vertex). A vertex v on the boundary has curvature defined by p minus the sum of corner angles. Further, the discrete Ricci flow and conformality of such a discrete mapping are re-defined for the discrete setting, using the notion of circle packing metric (see Appendix, available in the online supplemental material).
The discretization of classical Ricci flow theory allowed for applications in computer science domains and thus is very much celebrated. Nevertheless, in this paper we actually go back to conformal map in the original continuous setting which is particularly suited for our mobile network settings.
Our Work
In this work, we are not using a discrete conformal map of a triangulation extracted from the connectivity graph of the mobile nodes, since the connectivity graph keeps changing when nodes move. Instead, we resort to the classical notion of conformal mapping for the continuous geometry. We take the map from the underlying geometric domain R and map it to a circular domain D. This mapping f is a continuous mapping which is fundamentally different from the work done by Sarkar et al. [26] . The mapping f can be defined by a small number of parameters-the number of these parameters is the same as the complexity of describing R and in practice is small.
We focus on mapping the whole network domain R to a circular domain D, which will be explained in detail in the next section. Note that the discrete conformal mapping, e.g., Ricci flow, could be used to map the boundary of R to a domain D, which is the prerequisite of the our work. However, this is not the focus of our work.
SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL TRANSFORMATION AND LAURENT SERIES
In this section, we will explain how we could encode a conformal map function to compute the virtual coordinate within D for any node in R. We introduce the SchwarzChristoffel formula and the Laurent series [9] , [11] , for simply connected domains (i.e., domains without holes) and multiply connected domains (i.e., domains with holes), respectively, to compute the encoded mapping.
Simply Connected Domain
In the case of sensors in a simply connected domain R, as shown in Fig. 1 , we would like to find a mapping to a unit disk D. We first look at the conformal mapping from the 2. Riemannian metric g is a symmetric ð0; 2ÞÀtensor that is positive definite (i.e., gðX; XÞ > 0 for all tangent vectors X 6 ¼ 0). unit disk to a polygon R, which is a holomorphic function, 3 f : D ! R. The mapping we would like to encode is the inverse of f, f À1 : R ! D. Suppose the vertices of the polygon are fw 1 ; w 2 ; . . . ; w n g. The Schwarz-Christoffel formula [11] describes the mapping of a disk onto the interior of a simple polygon,
where the pre-image of w k on the circle is z k , i.e., w k ¼ fðz k Þ; the polygon tangent turning angle at w k is b k p; A and B are two constants.
In our case, we need to compute the inverse f À1 : R ! D. For convenience, we denote gðwÞ ¼ f À1 ðwÞ. Suppose w 0 ¼ fð0Þ. For each w 2 R, we choose a path connecting w 0 and w, then
where the derivative is given by
Therefore we can calculate gðwÞ as:
This is a typical ODE (ordinary differential equation) problem, and can be easily solved by Runge-Kutta method [5] . Therefore, each sensor only requires the parameters fz k ; b k g n k¼1 and the constants A; B. With such information every sensor can solve the ODE and obtain its own location. The number of parameters stored on each sensors is linear in the complexity to describe R. If we approximate R with simpler polygon we can reduce the storage requirement accordingly.
The evaluation of the conformal map is equivalent to performing a path integration, the shorter the path is, the faster the evaluation is. Therefore in the mobile network setting we can update the virtual coordinates of a mobile node based on its current location, the past location and the past virtual coordinates. This will be faster than direct computation. Suppose at the jth step, a node's position is w ðjÞ , its virtual coordinates is z ðjÞ . Then at the j þ 1th step, if the position is w ðjþ1Þ , the virtual coordinate z ðjþ1Þ can be updated as
where g is the path connecting w ðjÞ to w ðjþ1Þ .
Multiply Connected Domain
The formulation for conformal mappings for multiply connected domains is very similar. Recall that by using Ricci flow on the polygon R (with m À 1 holes) describing the domain of interest, we map it to a circular domain D with m À 1 circular interior holes. Now we apply a reflection on D to make it an unbounded domain with m circular holes. A reflection through a circle maps the interior of the circle to the exterior. Suppose p is a point inside the circle C j ðc j ; r j Þ, then it is reflected to q, where
In particular, we can reflect the circular domain D with respect to the outer boundary and project it to an unbounded domain with m circular holes. This extra reflection is also conformal. For the ease of description, we will assume that D is an unbounded domain with m circular holes.
Similar to the simply connected case, there is a description of a conformal mapping f from an unbounded domain D with m circular holes to an unbounded domain R with m polygonal holes. Again what we want to use is the inverse of f, say g ¼ f À1 . As shown in Fig. 2 , let C j be the jth circular hole, with center c j and radius r j , which is mapped to a polygonal hole G j , fðC j Þ ¼ G j . The vertices of G j are fw 1;j ; w 2;j ; . . . ; w k j ;j g & G j . Their pre-images are fz 1;j ; z 2;j ; . . . ; z k j ;j g & C j .
On the circular domain D we will apply reflections with respect to the circles. As shown in Fig. 3 , a circle C j is reflected through circle C i to get a circle C ij . A circle C k is reflected through the circle C ij to get a circle C ijk . More generally, a circle C i n is reflected through the circle C i 1 i 2 ;...i nÀ1 to get C i 1 i 2 ;...;i n . The multi-index i 1 i 2 ; . . . ; i n tracks the sequence of reflections. The set of all multi-indices with length n is denoted as s n .
The conformal mapping f : D ! R can be computed using the following formula, called the Laurent series: where z k;nj are reflections through circles of prevertices z k;j ; s nj are reflections of circle centers s j ¼ c j ; n is a multi-index tracking reflections; A and B are two constants. 3. A holomorphic function is a complex-valued function of one or more complex variables that is complex differentiable in a neighborhood of every point in its domain.
Similar to the simply connected domain case, the inverse of f can be evaluated by solving an ODE. In practice, instead of using infinitely many reflections, one can reflect only N times, for a reasonable N. In practice N is less than 5. Therefore, the Laurent series could be approximated by:
In the formula, the prevertices fz k;j g and the circle domain C j ðc j ; r j Þ are computed using the Ricci flow method offline. Then these values are preloaded to all the sensors with the tangent turning angle fb k;j g and the constants A; B. Each sensor's virtual coordiantes can be computed through the conformal mapping f À1 : R ! D by solving an ODE.
EXAMPLES
In this section, we elaborate the computation of the virtual coordinates using specific examples. These two examples are what we used in the following experiments.
Simply Connected Domain
Suppose the sensors move within a simply connected domain as shown in Fig. 4a . A conformal map f maps a unit disk as shown in Fig. 4b to R such that fðz i Þ ¼ w i , where w i are vertices of R. Table 1 shows the coefficients for the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, where w are the coordinates of the polygon vertices, z are the prevertices on the unit disk domain, A is a constant scalar, B is the conformal center which is mapped to the origin of the unit disk, b is the tangential turning angle of the input polygon boundary. The prevertices for the interior sensors can be computed by Equation (2) using the obtained coefficients above.
Multiply Connected Domain
Suppose the mobile sensors move within a multiply connected domain as shown in Fig. 5a . We first use Ricci flow to conformally map the domain to a circle domain, as shown in Fig. 5b . Through this initial mapping, we obtain the coefficients in Equation (4), as shown in Table 2 . The prevertices for the interior sensors can be evaluated by solving an ODE to compute the inverse function of Equation (4) with the obtained coefficients.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the proposed virtual-coordinate based greedy routing with the traditional greedy routing based on the original geographical locations, and NoGeo routing in both static and mobile network settings. We only compared with greedy routing based on original geographical locations without implementing any recovery scheme (e.g., face routing [18] ) when greedy routing (based on whatever coordinates) fails at a local minimum. The reasons for such consideration are the following: first, such recovery schemes are more complicated and are usually developed for an idealistic setting; second, for mobile networks it makes less sense to try to recover from local minimum as nodes move around and a packet may only get stuck 
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Note: w -polygon domain, z -disk domain, bp -tangential turning angle, A -constant scalar in transformation, B -conformal center on w. temporarily; third, in our applications for participatory sensing and opportunistic query, it is not so critical that every message must be delivered-a scheme with sufficiently high success ratio that emphasizes on efficiency and low overhead will be more desirable. In NoGeo, a set of virtual coordinates are computed by fixing the network outer boundary at a square box and running iterative computations to put each non-boundary node at the center of mass of its neighbors until convergence. We compared our method with CircularEmbedding before, however, we did not specifically compare the performance with it in the experiment part as we already understood from [26] that CircularEmbedding could achieve 100 percent delivery rate under the condition of non-trivial iteration (which is on the computational scale of 10 3 under the scenarios below) and valid triangulation of the network.
The experiments are performed by both computer simulations and real testbed emulations. The computer simulation is based on a computer generated network with 1,000, 400 and 100 nodes. The emulation is deployed on Orbit, an open accessed testbed [1] . We evaluated three performance metrics, namely, message delay (how long it takes to deliver a packet from source to destination; the number of hops (the number of nodes the packets visited when it is indeed delivered); and delivery rate (the fraction of successfully delivered packets).
In the following sections, we first report the results under dense networks, in the case of without holes and with holes respectively. We then present the performance of different methods under sparse networks. In all the above cases, we can see our method performs better than traditional greedy routing based on the original geographical locations, and NoGeo routing. Specifically, we observed that 1) our method could provide delivery guarantee under the simulation in dense and uniform network for the case without holes reported in section A and with holes in Section 3.
2) The delivery rate under our algorithm on Orbit is also higher. We measurement of delay on Orbit platform in terms of time instead of hops in the simulation. The new observation compared to simulation results is that we found that the queue formed under the frequently invoked nodes will drive the large deviation between hops and delay as there needs to be a queue to manage the conflict.
3) Under the sparse setting, CircularEmbedding method could not work as no valid triangulation of the whole topology exists. Under the embedding of NoGeo, the nodes are stretched to clearly suboptimal positions which results in less attractive results. The performance of our method on sparse case is much better though.
Simulations on Dense Network
In the simulations, we considered both static and mobile networks.
Experimental Setup
We place 1,000 nodes uniformly randomly inside a polygon with the boundary of [1, 1] , [20, 1] , [20, 8] , [5, 8] , [5, 13] , [20, 13] , [20, 20] , [1, 20] , as showed in Fig. 6a . The communication links are generated by using the Unit Disk Graph model with radius of 2. The average degree in the resulted communication graph is about 40. The corresponding domain under conformal mapping to a unit disk is shown in Fig. 6b .
All the results here are based on 400 pairs of delivery attempts, which are chosen in two different ways: 1) uniformly and randomly selected from the entire network; 2) uniformly randomly chosen from the special areas A and B in Fig. 6a respectively, under which greedy routing based on geographical locations would have difficulty in delivering the packets, particularly in static setting. The 400 pairs are the same for the two algorithms for fairness.
In the following we only reported the results for simply connected domain. The performance comparison for nonsimple domain is similar and thus omitted due to space constraint.
Static Setting
In this setting nodes are stationary. We set TTL high enough such that packets can be delivered as long as there are valid routes. Thus, the only reason a packet could not 
Note: w -polygon domain, z -circle domain, bp -tangential turning angle, ðc k ; r k Þ -center and radius of hole k on circle domain, A -constant scalar in transformation, B -conformal center on w. be delivered is due to local minimum. The simulation results are shown in Table 3 .
We can see from the results that the delivery rate of our method is much better than greedy routing with geographical location, especially for the pairs in the specially chosen areas, for which greedy routing using geographical locations always gets stuck. We also have better delivery rate than NoGeo method. The number of hops listed in the table is the average value of hops for successfully delivered message. The hops for our method is higher than that of greedy routing with geographical locations, simply because our method can successfully deliver more messages, including the far apart pairs in the special area for which greedy routing using geographical locations fails. For the 275 pairs that could be delivered by greedy routing using geographical locations, the average number of hops using our method is only 5:88, only slightly higher than 5:6 using geographical locations.
Mobile Setting
To evaluate our algorithm for the mobile setting, we adopt the popular Random Waypoint (RWP) mobility model [4] . Each node moves to a destination, uniformly randomly chosen in the domain R, along a straight line with fixed velocity. Upon arrival at the destination it stays for a period of time t (uniformly randomly drawn from ½0; 2), chooses the next destination and moves there along a line. The moving speed for node i is drawn from ½0:5; 2:5 uniformly randomly. We sample the time axis to generate a sequence of snapshots, such that we only construct the communication neighbors and perform routing attempts at each snapshot. The sampling rate is uniformly distributed in the range ½1; 3.
When the node with the packet is within transmission range of the destination location, the packet is considered delivered successfully. If the package gets stuck, it remains at the current node for another trial in the next time slot. Notice that in the next snapshot, the node with the packet moves to a different location and may have a new set of neighbors. See Figs. 7 and 8 for examples. We use TTL to control how long the packets could wander in the network. When a packet is delivered, we measure the delay as the number of snapshots experienced when the packet arrives at the destination. We measure the number of hops of a Fig. 7 . Greedy routing using real coordinates from the large red node (source) to the yellow node (destination). The green node on each frame shows the node holding the packet at time t. Greedy routing got stuck at time frame 8 and 32. Fig. 8 . Greedy routing using virtual coordinates for the same source destination pair as in Fig. 7 .
successfully delivered packet as the number of relay nodes on the path from its source to the destination. The results are concluded in Table 4 . We can observe from the results that the delivery rate is substantially improved when mobility is allowed, both for greedy routing using geographical locations, NoGeo method and our method. Nevertheless we could deliver the messages with much smaller delay and hops. In particular, notice that in our experiments the values for hops and delay are always the same for our method. This means our method never gets stuck-in every time slot we are able to find a neighbor that is closer to the destination; the message is never held at a node for more than one time unit. This explains the reduced delay and the high delivery rate. For the messages that are indeed delivered within small TTL in greedy routing method using geographical locations, the delay and hop counts experienced are similar to that in our methods. When the TTL is large, the pairs delivered under geographical locations method have more hops and delay compared to our method. This basically says that for messages that start at positions whose straight line paths to the destination are not 'blocked', and they can be delivered fairly quickly and easily, using both methods. But for messages that get stuck, using geographical locations they will need to wait for a long time for the node holding them to move out of that region; using our methods they have no problem to find good neighbors.
Although in terms of delivery rate our method and NoGeo method are comparable, the computational cost under NoGeo is far heavier than ours. Under our method, for each TTL the virtual coordinate for each node is obtained locally using a small number of pre-calculated parameters; while in NoGeo one needs to recompute the virtual coordinates for around 160 iterations. Note that, if we aim for lower computational cost, say, updating the coordinates every five TTL under NoGeo, the delivery performance is not as good as the results we show in Table 4 , with delivery rate as 246=300 for special chosen pairs. Thus our method has superior delay and cost tradeoffs.
Emulation on Orbit
In this section, we demonstrate results from emulation experiments on a real testbed to validate our algorithm and compare to greedy routing with geographical locations. The emulation is deployed on the publicly accessible Orbit testbed [1] . This testbed consists of 400 nodes (standard Linux PCs), and it supports both wired and wireless experiments. The nodes are placed in a two-dimensional rectangular grid with 1 meter spacing and wireless antennas mounted on the sides.
Experimental Setup
The network we created on Orbit has the same boundary as what we used in the simulations. There are 340 nodes in this C-shape area. Among them 233 nodes (shown in Fig. 9a ) of the grid are active nodes on Orbit. The rest nodes are artificially removed from our experiments. In our Fig. 9b . The network topology is created with a unit disk graph model with communication range of 2:5. For two nodes within communication range, we use the wired communication channel on Orbit for packet transmission in the experiments, since the wireless radios on Orbit were set up with very large communication range, essentially covering the entire network. UDP is chosen as the communication protocol between the nodes. Although the communication graph is selected from a unit disk graph model, the packet is not always delivered even if the sender and receiver are within transmission range. This is observed from our experiments and could be observed from the results reported later.
Each of the node is equipped with two functions. 1) Initialize a packet as the sender and send it to the next node. 2) Listen and forward the message to the next node. The two functions are designed as threads, so the nodes can have the two functions at the same time. This simulates the scenario of a node in full duplex mode. We utilized a link table to filter packets at the application layer so that each node only receives the messages from its neighbors within communication range.
Since the local clocks at the Orbit nodes are not consistent, we cannot directly take the difference of the packet departure and arrival time. Instead, we work around this issue by sending a confirmation from the destination back to the source. Therefore the delay reported in our result actually includes this extra 'acknowledgement' step. Notice that since this extra step is added to both methods the comparison is still fair. The value for delay reported later is the median value.
Static Setting
Fourty pairs of source and destination are chosen among the above 233 nodes for routing. The nodes' geographical coordinates are their grid coordinates. Same as in computer simulation, the pairs are uniformly randomly chosen and chosen from area A and B in Fig. 9 respectively in two different ways.
Each node can obtain the locations of other nodes from the global node location table. And nodes can get their neighbor information from the global link table. To run our experiments, we issue 40 pairs of packets through the central controller. The sender initializes a packet with destination information and sends it to one of the neighbors according to the greedy algorithm. Since all the nodes listen in the network. If a packet is sent to a node, the node catches it. The node will then forward the packet to the next node until the packet arrives at the destination. The choice of which neighbor to send packet to depends on the node's location and connection specified in the global node locations table and global link table. The experiment setups for both greedy routing with geographical coordinates and virtual coordinates are the same except the different set of coordinates.
We compare delay, hops and delivery rate under the two methods, with randomly chosen pairs and specially chosen pairs. The results are listed in Table 5 .
We simulate the experiment with all the same setting on the computer, and the delivery rate for virtual coordinates routing under special chosen area is 40/40. Notice that some of the delivery rate under our simulations (the ideal setting) is higher than the results we get from Orbit experiments. The reasons are 1) the Orbit network may experience unknown stability issues and packets may get lost for no reason (since UDP is used); 2) two packets may arrive at a node at the same time. Thus due to competition (similar to wireless interference) one of them may be lost; 3) the nodes may be go up and down during the experiments Nevertheless this represents a practical setting in which transmission failures may as well occur.
Under the same network condition, our method consistently works better than greedy routing with geographical locations, especially for pairs in the special chosen areas. The results are similar to the results obtained in our computer simulations.
Mobile Setting
The nodes on Orbit are static. In order to mimic a mobile network on Orbit, we generate a mobile network scenario using simulations and then map the mobile nodes in our simulations onto the Orbit nodes. A mobile node is mapped to the closest Orbit node. In this case, we can use the movement of nodes from computer simulation to emulate the mobility of nodes on Orbit. Thus, the nodes move in the same way as reported earlier and the actual transmission are done on Orbit.
Fourty pairs of packets are chosen randomly uniformly and from the special area same as the above experiments respectively. Different from computer simulation, the delay on real testbed of Orbit is the real time difference between the message sent and received. The results are reported in Table 6 . The observation that mobility helps to improve delivery rate still holds for the testbed experiments, for both geographical greedy routing and our method. Again our method gives much smaller delay and fewer number of hops. We may notice that there could be a large deviation between the hop counts and packet delay, in particular for geographical greedy routing for specially selected pairs. As in geographical greedy routing, many packets go through some small number of critical nodes. In our simulations we assume that all these packets go through with ease-an unrealistically ideal case. But on Orbit, when an Orbit node is called by several packets (invoked frequently), a queue is formed and this could substantially increase the delay.
Simulations on Networks with Holes
We also run simulations in a domain with holes for both static and mobile network setting.
Experimental Setup
In the simulations, we throw 1,000 nodes uniformly and randomly inside a domain with holes as showed in Fig. 5a . Thousand nodes are uniformly distributed inside the domain. The communication range of the nodes also follows the Unit Disk Graph model. The corresponding conformal mapping results of the network under our algorithm is shown in Fig. 5a .
We run routing tests for 400 pairs of source and destinations. The 400 pairs of source and destination are also chosen in two different ways mentioned above, they are randomly and uniformly selected from the special areas A as source and B as destination in Fig. 5a respectively.
The 400 randomly chosen pairs are the same for the two algorithms for fairness.
In the experiments, we also include additional 222 static sensor nodes on the hole boundaries to the network, in addition to the 1,000 nodes in the interior. This improves the performance of our algorithm, as shown later. To understand this, recall that our conformal map is applied for the continuous geometric domain, while the sensor network is a discrete network that may not always cover the entire domain nicely. In particular, there may not be sensors on the circular hole boundaries and thus the real 'hole' in the sensor network may have tiny sawtooth-type variations. This may create cases when a packet can locally get stuck on such a varied hole boundary. Placing additional fixed sensor nodes on the hole boundaries greatly help to reduce the number of such scenarios.
Static Setting
We present the simulation results in Table 7 . We can see from the results that our observations still hold-the delivery rate of our method is much better than greedy routing with geographical location. Placing additional nodes on the domain boundary also helps to further improve the delivery rate of our algorithm. What is interesting (and a bit surprising) is that placing these additional boundary nodes may make geographical greedy routing worse, especially for the specially chosen pairs! Because additional boundary nodes make sure that geographical greedy routing definitely direct the messages to the 'pockets' in the domain and get stuck there.
Mobile Setting
In the mobile setting, the movement of nodes follows random waypoint mobility model [4] , the same as the previous simulations but with different parameters. Specifically, we set the moving disk radius r for all nodes to be 3. The moving speed v i for each node i is drawn from ½1; 4 uniformly and independently. When node i comes to stay stage, stay duration t i is uniformly drawn from ½0; 3. Finally, the sample time duration for the next snapshot is uniformly distributed in the range ½1; 4.
The results are concluded in Tables 8 and 9 . For the mobile network setting including the static boundary nodes always helps our proposed methods.
Simulations on Sparse Mobile Network
In this section, we study the performance of our algorithm, NoGeo and greedy routing on original geographical location on sparse mobile network. Note that CircularEmbedding algorithm by itself cannot work when the network is sparse as no valid triangulation exists.
Experimental Setup
In this section, we examine the performance of different algorithms on sparse networks. We use the same network domain as shown in Fig. 6a . The communication links are also generated by using the Unit Disk Graph model with radius of 2. We uniformly randomly place 100 and 300 nodes in respective to generate two networks, which are relatively sparse compared to the network we studied above and with average degree 0:5 and 3:8 respectively. The node trajectory follows the same Random Waypoint mobility model as adopted in the dense network above. Same as the dense network case, the virtual coordinates under our algorithm are calculated by the pre-loaded parameters and the original coordinates. We would like to emphasize that the pre-loaded parameters are independent of network density and only decided by the underlying geographic domain. Table 10 shows the results of both networks under 400 randomly chosen pairs as source and destination, and Table 11 is for the results of both networks under 400 specially chosen pairs from special area A to special area B in Fig. 6a . For the performance of randomly chosen pairs in Table 10 , although the delivery rates of geographical location method are comparable to our method at the beginning, our delivery rates increase much faster for both networks. For the performance of specially chosen pairs in Table 11 , our performance is much better than geographical location routing, no matter under very sparse network with 100 nodes or less sparse network with 300 nodes. Our performance is also better than NoGeo method, especially under the very sparse network with 100 nodes. What is interesting is that the improvement of our algorithm compared to NoGeo is higher on sparse networks than on dense case. This is because NoGeo is more sensitive to the network density. On sparse networks, the virtual coordinates under NoGeo are attracted to the suboptimal positions near the outer boundaries. We also analyzed different types of holes in the network to understand how often they appear in routing. We examine when a message temporarily get stuck (having no immediate neighbors making progress towards the destination) whether the node is currently on the domain boundary or not. In the former case we say it is a type-1 hole; in the latter case we say it is a type-2 hole. Note that under our method there is no type-1 hole, and all local minima are due to type-2 holes. Table 12 reports the percentage of pairs among all the delivered pairs ever experiencing type-1 and type-2 holes under geographical routing and our method respectively. We can see from the data that the percentage of type-2 holes under our method and geographical routing are similar with the same TTL counts. This is reasonable as we are not optimizing for type-2 holes. We can also observe from the results that when the network is not extremely sparse, e.g., under 300 nodes with 3.8 degree, type-2 hole is rarely seen. We also did an experiment for 400 nodes in the same network with 6 degree when we didn't see any type-2 hole under our method. In summary, under the sparse cases, our results in terms of delivery rate are always better than geographical method and NoGeo. Compared to the other methods, our algorithm is robust to network density and especially good on sparse network. Since type-2 hole is not prominent at all when network is not extremely sparse, our method has great advantage to work on sparse networks.
Results on Mobile Setting

CONCLUSION
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